Gulet

DONA

ABOUT
She's a lady! Oh, oh, oh she's a lady! Or a mistress
which can mean a lot of things and we know which
one comes on your mind first... When you see gulet
Dona for the first time you will easily understand
the elegance and the passion behind this boat and
its owner. It glides through the waves like a dancing
woman.
The stern serves as your favorite consumption
place (and there will be consuming as the chef
insists on clean plates after the meal,
decorations and all) and on the bow, the sunbeds
will escort you to the world of dreams as the lady
glides on the Adriatic. Inside, the cozy saloon
with warm wood colors and full of light is great
for some small talk during the day, aperitive or
two in the night, or breakfast in the morning.
Down below, in five en-suite air-conditioned
cabins, is where the magic happens in the short
summer nights. One can be a do(mi)na or the
subject, that's up to you, but the romance is
guaranteed either on the deck or below.

INCLUDED IN THE
PRICE:

EXCLUDED:

Croatian VAT,

Food, drinks and beverages,

fuel for 4 hours cruising per day,

entrances to the National

4 crew members,

Parks,

sojourn tax,

port/anchors fees,

8 hours of air conditioning per

private marina fees,

day,

more than 4 hours of cruising

bed linen and towels,

per day, (each additional hour is

Wi Fi,

charged 70 Eur),

snorkeling equipment,

more than 8 hours of air

fishing equipment,

conditioning per day (extra

kayak,

hour 20 Eur),

paddle board,

one way to/from Dubrovnik

cleaning of cabins every day.

800 EUR in cash on board (in
case of empty-leg),
water ski,
tips for the crew.

FOOD OPTIONS
Half board (breakfast + lunch):
400 EUR per person per week
Extra dinner: 35 EUR per dinner
per person
FOOD DISCOUNT FOR
CHILDREN:
- children till 3 years: free of charge
- children from 3 -10 years: 50%
discount
- children from 10 - 12 years: 30%
discount

BEVERAGE OPTIONS
Drinks/beverages taken from the
yacht bar and paid according to
consumption
All-inclusive option of Croatian
alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks
and beverages (Croatian
wines/beers/spirits, soft drinks, water,
milk, tea, coffee): 200 Eur per person
per week.
All-inclusive option of non-alcoholic
beverages: 90 Eur per person per
week.
Cork fee: 600 Eur per week.

